this paper looks at a scottish fire festival, the "burning of the Clavie" at burghead in the north east of scotland, and its practitioners in relation to external authorities, particularly the police and regional political administrators. Cultural tradition, as regina bendix says, does not exist, it is made (2009: 255) . in fact, it is constantly remade, with change being a crucial part of reiterated practice. i use the phrase "evolving fidelity" to describe the idea that preserving a tradition, through enacting it, often involves changes designed to retain or improve an event's "traditionality". this change comes from several sources, from within and from outside, and it is usually conceived of in relation to a notion of stability -tradition -which derives from the accepted way that things are done, and are perceived to have been done, for (sometimes imagined) centuries.
burghead lies on the north coast of the cold shoulder of scotland, around seventy kilometers east of inverness. each january 11 -aul eel (old Yule), new Year in the julian calendar 1 -a half barrel filled with burning staves and creosote is carried by a team of men -the Crew 2 -on a fixed route around the village before being immolated, in showers of diesel and creosote, atop the ancient pictish fortification at the top of the town. the ritual is a longstanding one, with written evidence as far back as the seventeenth century, but with a local oral narrative that takes it much further back; several burghead locals 1 While a papal bull decreed the ten-day shift to the gregorian calendar in 1582, this was not adopted in great britain until 1752 (mcneill 1957, iii: 15) , by which time it was necessary to shift by eleven days. hence, the burning of the Clavie takes place on 11 january. 2 i am defining this community -the Crew -using their own criteria, neatly sidestepping dorothy noyes's caution as to who has the right to decide who the "authentic guardians" of a tradition are (noyes 2006: 28, 32 3 the first written evidence, from the records of the presbytery of elgin, 11 january 1655, describes the use of fir torches, rather than a barrel and the word "clavie" is not used (banks 1939, ii: 35) . it is frequently mentioned in the kirk-session records of nearby villages drainie and duffus (cited banks 1939, ii: 35) , but custom was not exclusively coastal and many other villages in scotland also used to have similar events, featuring burning barrels, boats, torches and bonfires (mcneill 1957, iii: 100) . throughout these records, the practice is referred to as "old" and later writers on customs regularly cite these seventeenth and eighteenth century sources (e.g., Chambers 1869; mcpherson 1929) . today, the Clavie is one of a number of fire festivals found around the british isles, from shetland's up-helly-aa at the end of january to the shoulder-borne burning barrels of ottery st mary in devon in the south of england.
over the years, some of the fine points of the Clavie's practice have evolved as it has adapted to contemporary needs, capabilities and circumstances, but beneath these adaptations and changes lies a deep community loyalty to tradition, continuity and stasis. it is important to its practitioners and participants that the Clavie as an ancient custom and is seen as such. this lends it cultural capital, helping to protect it against incursion and dilution. 3 information from burghead residents derives from more than twenty years of conversation in the community. later quotations from dan, danny and lachie ralph are drawn from interviews recorded for the elphinstone institute, university of aberdeen, cited in the reading list as dan ralph 1998 and lachie ralph 1998. perFormanCes, perFormers, researChers dan ralph, the current Clavie king, leader of the Clavie Crew, connects burghead's history with a powerful pictish settlement of more than a thousand years ago, and with a later viking community. the Clavie's stopping point at the end of its procession through the town is on doorie hill, inside the ramparts of the ancient fort. dan's son, danny, also a prominent member of the Crew, is a stone carver who draws upon pictish and Celtic symbols and art for his work, linking his current practice to the area's cultural past. visitors are often shown to the village's ancient well, carved out of the rock at the upper end of the village, near the remains of the pictish fortress. in its present form, the well probably dates to the dark ages, but the carved steps and cistern may have been used by the picts; it is also, sometimes, said to be roman). the lighting of the Clavie is performed from the "aul manse dyke", the wall of the historic home of provost jeffries, the same place each year; the route around the village taken by the Clavie Crew is always the same (noted in the edinburgh Evening Dispatch), and has been as long as anyone can remember. the Clavie stops at "certain houses" and "certain street-corners" (Evening Dispatch; cited banks ii, 32) to deliver a burning or burnt stave for luck.
i cite these narratives not for their individual content, but for their nature: they are about continuity, the deep rootedness of the tradition in the area's historic past. the Crew members look to their oral legacy, of which they have a wide-ranging knowledge, and which has been of great benefit to academic and journalistic researchers over the years. but they also actively reach beyond this resource, to historians, books and archives, to dan ralph's extensive collection of ephemera related to the Clavie, and to connections with academics such as emily lyle, margaret bennett, me, and local man, the late ian shepherd, who became the regional council's archeologist. danny ralph has written up a narrative of the Clavie's history and origins, both out of his own interest and as a response to outsiders asking questions.
Community is as important as history in anchoring the Clavie custom in traditionality. simply put, to be a member of the Crew you must be born in burghead.
They (banks 1939, ii: 32) , unwritten, but well-understood rules. the upright stake used to support the Clavie is a "salmon post", so called because it used to come from the local salmon fishermen, who used them to stake out their coastal perFormanCes, perFormers, researChers nets. there have been no (legal) salmon fishermen in burghead for many years, but the post is still referred to as a "salmon post". the large, hand-wrought nail used to attach the Clavie to the post is the same one each year. the "hammer" used to knock the nail in is said to be a "pictish throwing stone". "the Clavie wis always built right next tae the hoose here," notes dan, "on the salmon green" (which is no longer there).
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Clearly from these narratives, and the choice of words, the idea of history, the idea of connectedness, is just about as important as any actual historical continuity. the nail, for example, was actually always a new one until the village blacksmith died in the 1930s and there was no one to make one. thus, a new accretion of tradition and continuity has quickly grown up around the reused nail.
With membership of the Crew comes a great responsibility, not just for the event's traditionality, but for the safety of the carriers, the general public and property along the route. For example, the Clavie used to be carried across the fishing boats gathered in the harbour, and each blessed with a charred splinter, but according local history, a boat was set on fire over a century ago and the practice discontinued. dan, as king, is always greatly relieved when the Clavie -carried full of burning and boiling tar -is safely finished, with no accidents, but, in fact, responsibility lies with the entire Crew. lachie ralph, dan's son, reflects on his likely succession in this light:
In a way I don't want tae [be Clavie King], cause everybody thinks ye're in charge of it, if ye know what I mean, but in actual fact, it's the whole
Crew. so, the whole Crew bears responsibility for the safe enactment, a fact which is key in relation to pressure brought in recent years by the police authorities and the regional council, concerned over public safety.
no traditional practice is static; indeed, though change is often not volitional, customs evolve in order to retain vitality and relevance, usually in a fairly conservative way, but they alter nevertheless. For the Clavie, change is mostly due to simple variation over time, but it can also come from within the Crew itself. some Crewmembers wear fireproof gloves, for example, and coal-tar-derived creosote took the place of pine-based "stockholm" tar for the final hilltop conflagration some years ago. even before 2003, when the sale of coal-tar creosote was made been illegal in britain (health and safety executive 2012), the Crew was already using diesel as a fuel. it burns hotter and has damaged the stone altar atop the hill, but its use continues. so while they are "stickler[s] for tradition", they also feel a responsibility to the community and to the onlookers. "We don't want tae reduce the spectacle, either," says dan. one fundamental change -the makeup of the Crew -is due to the fact that few if any children are actually born in burghead. there is no village hospital and there are few home births. eligibility for the Clavie Crew is therefore -matterof-factly -extended to those born of burghead parents in the City and royal burgh of elgin, 13km away, a town of some 90,000 inhabitants. perhaps the most obvious change in recent decades has been in the barrel itself. an extensive nineteenth-century article in the Banffshire Journal (Chambers 1869) , reports on the making of the Clavie, and calls for an archangel tar barrel, a wooden cask, bound with wooden hoops historically used to ship pine tar from the White sea port of arkhangelsk. of course, even the archangel tar barrel must have been an innovation at one time. pine tar has been used for centuries in maritime contexts and the highest grade came to be called "stockholm", or "archangel" tar after the norrländska tjärkompaniet (the Wood tar Company of north sweden) was granted sole export privileges by the king of sweden in 1648 (kaye 1997) . the archangel barrel itself would have evolved, so the form used by brochers is fairly recent in historical terms. previously, different types of barrel were probably used, or perhaps even an entirely different container. the point is that the archangel tar barrel is seen to be the correct type by the Crew and community. it is the type used before, and within living memory. its introduction extends back to before living memory, which makes it ancient, primary, and therefore correct.
the So sadly they burned the last genuine Archangel barrel. the brochers had no option but to alter the tradition, not its practice, but its materiel. there have been other such points of forced evolution: in the 1930s, young people carried small Clavies around the town, bringing them to the center where they threw them together to create a large bonfire. the blackouts during World War ii put paid to such large-scale fires and even the carrying of the full size Clavie for a time (neilly and shepherd 1992: 91).
after the last tar barrel was used, a heavy oak whisky barrel served for many decades, but about ten years ago, dan, a joiner by trade, took it upon himself to reintroduce the archangel barrel.
We had nothing tae refer to, except a few old photographs. We had tae judge the scale according tae who wis standing beside it in the photo an he wis only five feet three. [...] We've got the scale jist aboot right. It wis good fun anyway. An it wis great tae get the sceptics going. this kind of deliberate innovation adds a layer of complication. the conscious attempt to re-create past forms which are perceived as having authority is a testament to the Crew's need to have the event anchored in the pre-remembered past. it is a "way of synchronizing the heritage clock with the historical clock" (kirschenblatt-gimblett 2004: 60), though it comes from within a living tradition, rather than being imposed from outside by a "heritage" organization. such direct connections to origins give the event the aura conferred by authenticity, even if that authenticity is a (re)created one. so, in this instance, the best way to maintain the tradition was, ironically, to change it, albeit towards a past that, in the Crew's eyes, has been stable over a several hundred year period, well beyond living memory. this medium-term stability is, in effect, what we mean by "tradition".
there are also pressures for change within the wider community itself. the Church's relationship with the Clavie over the centuries, for example, while too involved to go into here, has varied from condemnation in the kirk session records of 1704 as a pagan ritual -"a great and gross scandal and idolatrous custome" (quoted banks 1939, ii: 36) -to the current minister's embracing of it as a community event; he even offers a "Clavie service" on the sunday nearest january 11. in acquiring a stake in the ritual, the Church gains the approbation of those who take part, but also basks in the event's reflected glory, a kind of partial co-option the Church has been using to absorb and control non-Christian practices for centuries. 6 another example of internal community pressure came in the 1890s, when the so-called "new stylers" wanted to move the event to december 31, new Year in the newfangled gregorian calendar, which only came to britain in 1752. an extract from a local poem of the time sums up the conflict:
They dan notes, "they were unsuccessful, which is great because i think along wi the shetland isle o Foula, we're the only ones celebrating anything on aul eel, the 11th o january." it is important to brochers -and to many other practitioners of tradition -to be exceptional, to be different, different from other communities round about (for example through blason populaire with neighbouring hopeman, in burghead's case), but also to demonstrate their sense of belonging and rootedness, their ur-scottishness.
8 uniqueness is part of the Clavie's appeal, then, but it is also a protection in modern times, and a selling point in relation to the authorities, as we shall see. 6 in a fairly recent example, edinburgh's beltane/may day dawn ritual of face washing in the morning dew on arthur's seat now features a church minister who blesses the event and its participants. such Christianization phenomena are complex, however and in the case of holy wells, for instance, the mediaeval church practically created their associated cults, albeit drawing on pre-Christian traditions (rattue 2001 66).
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Courtesy of dan ralph collection. 8 i take on board dorothy noyes's caution against casual ethnocentricity and "presentism" (2006: 33) and view traditional practices as being about drawing outside attention to a community as well as defining identity and exclusivity. thomas a. mCkean, steWartship and evolving FidelitY in a sCottish Fire Festival one internal pressure, notable by its absence, is the notion that women could take part in the making or carrying of the Clavie. this is never really spoken about and appears, simply, not to be on the agenda. "it's traditional, in a way, for it jist tae be men. [...] aye it's jist a all man thing. the women do the cookin for the cèilidh afterwards, bit that's as far as it goes" (lachie ralph). the fact that the Crew is all male is mentioned, but i have hardly ever heard any woman, even the king's own daughters, say that they would like to carry it. outsiders frequently say that they would like to carry it, but the non-inclusion of women seems to be broadly accepted. Women have a part to play in their traditional roles of providing hospitality before and after the event, and nowadays also as marshals during the Clavie's procession around the village. thus far, the "rules" and practices discussed have come from within the village and the Crew itself. but there are also exoteric factors that influence, drive, or steer the event, leading to tensions between modernizers and "traditionizers", and between the internal and the external. "We've had a wee bit of crowd control forced upon us by the authorities", notes dan, reflecting the growing pressure towards regulation and containment from the police and local government, who see the practice as too dangerous and unpredictable for the uk's safety-conscious, litigious world. in a post unesCo environment, barbara kirshenblattgimblett notes, the authorities are "supposed to promote awareness, dialogue, and respect through such valorizing devices", such as their list of intangible Cultural heritage (55). burghead's local authorities, coming from a local perspective, are less invested in this big picture and more concerned with their remit for public safety.
over the past ten years, the changes requested have varied from adding a number of marshals in high-visibility jackets walking just outside the circle of Crewmembers (usually Crew wives), keeping the crowd back one more layer, ambulance staff walking with the Crew, a fire engine atop doorie hill and barriers around the hill to prevent the crowds getting too close, or having the burning barrel rolling down the hill into them at the end of its life.
"all heritage interventions -like the globalizing pressures they are trying to counteract -change the relationship of people to what they do," writes barbara kirschenblatt-gimblett (2004: 58) and the political interventions related to the Clavie, though framed in terms of public safety rather than the preservation of tradition, are no different. the Crew meets several times a year -designing their heritage anew -in preparation for the next Clavie and, over the last decade, these meetings have largely been taken up with addressing these outside pressures for change. in annual negotiations with the authorities, the Crew tries to retain control of the shaping of the event, ensuring that its character is preserved. in doing this, they rely on insider knowledge -"the (mental) competence of those who have traditionalised the practice" in the first place, in bendix's terms (2009: 263) -the idea, as lachie ralph noted, that they know more about how the thing burns, how the crowds move and how to protect themselves, other people, and the built environment, than any other group. not only do the Crew naturally act as a kind of marshalling team themselves, urging the crowd back when the Clavie turns or is on the move, but the Crew wives form perFormanCes, perFormers, researChers another informal layer, whether uniformed or not, and they, in turn, are surrounded by community members who also know how it works. there is, in effect, a multi-level shield wall around the Clavie itself.
the police and the council, of course, have absolute power here and could shut the event down completely, if they chose to do so. it is to their credit that they have negotiated each season and that they have not become entrenched in a single, fixed position, or routinely increased regulation year upon year. such flexibility means, however, that each and every year there is a serious and high-stakes negotiation as to whether the event will happen and in what form. other uk fire festivals have faced similar issues, of course. in ottery st mary, for example, the Daily Telegraph reported in 2010 that the "Centuries-old ottery tar barrel race [is] at risk after insurance rose 1150 per cent." so far, compromises have been reached and the event has, broadly speaking, gone ahead as the Crew would have wished.
outside authority has a positive face, too, and dan has also called upon it in support. in 2007, i was asked to write a letter addressed to the regional police authority, on the basis that academic endorsement of the cultural importance of the event to the community and the region would be of some use in resisting pressure, particularly in terms of public safety versus the shape of the event. thus, the Crew was able to draw on the external authority of a university and, by extension, unesCo's recommendation on the safeguarding of traditional Culture (unesCo 2003) , which i cited in the letter, to underscore their natural, emic cultural convictions. though secure in their own knowledge, the Crew was not afraid to reach for an appraisal that they knew would play as "high status" to the police. over and above the pressure from the authorities, there is huge outside influence from the media and from tourism promoters. the event has seen as many as four professional camera crews, including one from japan. these can become a bit much, especially when directors ask for second takes. some concessions are made, during the building of the Clavie, which is a very much more controlled and controllable setting than the burning, but not elsewhere. in general, the Crew response is, Ye' ll have tae take us as ye find us an we' ll do our own thing. I've got mixed feelins aboot the media. It's fine, but ye' d have tae watch an not let them dominate. there is an influx of people from scotland and around the world -a weekend Clavie can draw around 3000 people, a weekday one usually fewer. the local and national newspapers also cover it and despite locals' ambivalence, one of the Crew's first jobs the day after is to get the newspapers, with an eye to assessing the coverage and the crowd's satisfaction.
the natural follow-on from all this attention is, of course, actual marketing of the event as a tourist destination by local organizations, authorities, and enthusiasts. it appears on numerous websites both from an informational perspective (like Wikipedia) and a promotional one, like burghead's own headland trust (which, oddly, labels it a "bizarre" fire ritual), or welcometoscotland.com: "ancient traditions are rekindled at this ancient thomas a. mCkean, steWartship and evolving FidelitY in a sCottish Fire Festival fire festival." the event even has its own facebook page, burningoftheClavie. Curiously, though, the "this is moray" information portal, while featuring an extensive page on burghead and its history, makes no mention of the Clavie whatsoever.
the Clavie has clearly made the transition from "accumulated communal experiences" to commodified heritage, in robert peckham's formulation (cited bendix 2009: 253), but has not reached the stage of being a "mode of cultural production that gives the endangered or outmoded a second life as an exhibition of itself " (kirschenblatt-gimblett 2004: 57, italics mine). it is thus still a living cultural expression, in no danger of dying out through community neglect. as such, it has no need of unesCo intangible Cultural heritage listing, which despite its positive intent still derives from a preservation paradigm predicated on fragility. While the Clavie is vulnerable is to periodic pressure from outside authorities, the participants pretty much exist in their own world. outsiders are welcome, but they are not particularly acknowledged. to lachie ralph, the crowd is all a blank, really. [laughs] again, a sense of the extra-ordinary is used as an enfolding protective device. nevertheless, the numbers attending, the media profile, and the event's potential as a tourist destination immeasurably strengthens the Crew's case that the Clavie be allowed to continue in its present form. these internal and external pressures, and the community's and Crew's resistance to them, show that the basic understanding of the practice as held by the two groups -the Crew and the authorities -is quite different.
-The Crew sees the Clavie as a cultural practice, part of the fabric of community life, something that has "always" been done, a part of the natural environment, almost not worthy of remark; -The police and council see the Clavie as a public event, and therefore part of a longstanding public event paradigm, complete with its assumptions of the need for structure, controls, regulation, external authority, and formal (recorded) planning steps (see, for example, the burghead and Cummingston Community Council minutes for 3 november 2011; bCCC 2011). these two paradigms, coming as they do from almost opposite perspectives, are bound to conflict. the Crew does not recognize the police's authority to control, alter or affect the practice, or even the need for them to do so. they are well aware, too, that the police do not fully accept the extensive emic knowledge, control, practice and safety structures that the community has built up over many years' experience. such internal and external forces for continuity and change allow us to see the direct tensions between, say, Crew-directed safety monitoring and the authority's introduction of barriers and a police presence. external change in fact, these different kinds of pressure co-create the ritual as it is practiced today. i think we may assume that -while the players and the particular content of their aspirations differ -a very similar process has been going on for much of the Clavie's life. in former times, it was the Church which aspired to eradicate it, on moral and religious grounds. in opposition, early practitioners would undoubtedly have looked back to their own "more authentic" times, just outside the reach of remembered history, looking for continuities and links to their ancestors' sense of tradition and, ultimately, to the authority of the past. today's situation, therefore, is perhaps little different from any time in the Clavie's 400 year (or more) history. While each performance is intangible and evanescent, the tradition is not disappearing. the struggle between modernizers and traditionizers, between external and internal influences, between change and continuity, between past history and the future to come, in fact encapsulates the process of tradition as it really works -constantly evolving its fidelity to an idea of stable tradition. the tensions, friction and energy between these multiple binaries yield the energy and ownership that ensures true cultural continuity. prof. dr. tom mc kean, university of aberdeen, the elphinstone institute, macrobert building, king's College, aberdeen, ab24 5ua, t.a.mckean@abdn.ac.uk
